Improved and large area single-walled carbon nanotube forest growth by controlling the gas flow direction.
A gas shower system was introduced to improve the growth of single-walled carbon nanotube (SWNT) forests by controlling the gas flow direction. Delivery of gases from the top of the forest enabled direct and precise supply of ethylene and water vapor to the Fe catalysts. As such, this approach solved one of the limiting factors of water-assisted chemical vapor deposition method (CVD), that is, delivery of the very small optimum water level to the catalysts. Consequently, this approach improved SWNT forests growth stability, uniformity, reproducibility, carbon efficiency (32%), and catalyst lifetime. With this improved growth, we could synthesize a 1 cm tall forest with 1 x 1 cm size. Also we employed this approach to grow an A4 size SWNT forest to highlight the scalability of water-assisted CVD.